Med-Surg Success: A Q&A Review Applying Critical Thinking To Test Taking (Davis's Q&a Series)
Synopsis

The road to nursing success begins here! A complete review of core concepts. More than 2,265 classroom-tested, NCLEXÂ®-style questions. (Alternate-item format, too!) Test-taking hints and rationales for correct and incorrect answers. TWO BOOKS IN ONE! Course review now. NCLEXÂ®-prep later. Assure your mastery of medical surgical nursing knowledge while honing your critical thinking and test-taking skills. The 2nd Edition of this popular resource features 2,000 questions that reflect the latest advances in medical-surgical nursing and the new, 2010 NCLEX-RN® test plan. The seemingly huge volume of information you must master has been organized into manageable sections divided by body systems and specific diseases. Each chapter is a self-contained unit. For each practice question, you'll find the answer, rationales for correct and incorrect responses, and a test-taking tip. The comprehensive exam at the end of each chapter assesses your strengths and weaknesses, identifying areas for further study. The bonus CD-ROM, featuring 265 questions, offers an interactive approach to course review and exam preparation. Â What instructors and students are saying about the Success Series: Â We have used your products for students to help increase critical thinking skills, prepare for NCLEX and course exams, and for review of nursing content. We recommend students purchase the Success Series and review the content and questions for remediation and to enhance nursing knowledge. The terminology at the beginning of each chapter provide key terms for the students to review before answering questions. The books are all encompassing in regards to what students need to review across the curriculum. We love them!! Â “ Louise Outlaw, Instructor at Brown Mackie College, St.Louis Â “The success books have helped me so much in many of my nursing courses, specifically in my med-surg nursing class. I found that the success books helped me to know where to focus my studying and also gave me a lot of great review questions that really prepared me for my exams! By using the med-surg success book, my grades shot up from an 89 to a 96. Also through the med-surg success book, my grades were consistently in the mid to high 90's range. I encourage all my friends to use the success books and they can agree that it has really helped them as well. Â “ Esther Hung, Student Nurse at Molloy College, Rockville Centre, NY
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Last semester, I used Fundamental Success, which helped tremendously. I went from "C" to "A". Therefore, I decided to buy this other one. Given that the nursing program is very intense, it can be very difficult to read through all the materials. "Med -Surg Success" covers the entire chapters in the form of NClex questions. It is better than the text bank. The author of the book gives a rationale for every question, even the wrong ones. At the end of every chapter, there is an exam style questionnaire! I noticed that if you can answer the majority of those questions correctly, it will not only give you a better understanding of the topic, but YOU WILL PASS THE TEST in your class. I realized that there are always quite a few questions (or similar) from this book that comes to the exam. Honestly, if you can only afford one extra book from your text book, this will be the one to take. I hope that it will be helpful to others as it is for me.

I just received this and have to say, I am very excited to test my knowledge now that I am getting toward the end of this wonderous nursing school rollercoaster! I have heard a lot of really good things from instructors, I have the old edition of this book on my Kindle but I really wanted the new edition so that I would have a hard copy as well. There are a lot of similarities amongst the two but the new one definitely has new information. I would highly recommend this!

I got a straight A's in med surge 1 and 2 because of this book! I aced the HESI because of this book. I didn't even use my school’s text book to study. Just this. It has NCLEX style questions with rationale at the back of each chapter. It is divided up by body system. Weak in renal? Just go to the chapter on renal. This book is gold if you want to ace nursing school.
Great Book goes in depth with clear cut concise explanation and details concerning what should be done in a health care setting.

I never write reviews, but had to for this book. I just finished my Med-Surg semester and bought this book just before the last exam, I should have gotten it earlier. No matter how much I was studying I was just barely passing and I couldn’t figure out what to do different. I got this book and the questions and especially rationales seemed to make everything click. My last exam I got a 99% on. I attribute that a lot to this book. SO HELPFUL.

This book single-handedly got me through Med-Surg tests and made studying a little bit easier. In nursing school the real trick is to do as many practice questions as humanly possible, and this book is amazing just for that. I even had one professor who took questions right out of the book. It was the best quarter ever! ;o)I highly recommend this book to all nursing students! You'll thank me later!

Because this book teaches you strategy. If you know the fundamentals of nursing and body systems, this helps you pass the tests with no issues. However, don’t completely abandon your textbook. This book, as great as it is, cannot mold you into a great nurse. But it does teach you how to think like a nurse.

Don’t study med surg without it! I went from not knowing how to take tests, to applying knowledge in the correct way. Med surg class is not memorization- so get this book!!!

Dmca